
Dear Dr Weightman 

Please refer to the attached letter regarding issues to be covered in the Interim Report 

Yours sincerely 
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Lydd Airport Action Group 
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Dr M W Weightman 
HM Chief Inspector 
Nuclear Directorate 
Health & Safety Executive 
Redgrave Court 
Merton Road 
Bootle, Merseyside, L20 7HS 

 

Dear Dr Weightman 

Issues for Consideration in light of Fukushima Nuclear Accident 

We believe the parameters of your report should extend beyond natural external events 
to man made events, particularly aircraft crash risk as this is more relevant to the UK. 
The German government has included this issue in its safety review. 

Fukushima demonstrates that the unthinkable can occur. Our concern is that not only 
can rare events occur but that the methodology used by the Nuclear Installations 
Inspectorate to demonstrate the risk of a crash into a nuclear power station is flawed 
and should be investigated as an issue in your report.  

LAAG’s awareness of the shortfalls of the existing crash damage risk methodology first 
became apparent when examining the planning application for Lydd Airport’s large 
scale development - Lydd Airport is located less than three miles from the Dungeness 
nuclear power complex. The airport plans to increase passenger numbers from <500 in 
2010 to 500,000passengers per annum (ppa) and ultimately to 2mppa. Our conclusion 
at that stage was based on the following report which described the basic methodology 
used. The report was obtained pursuant to an FOI request.  

(1) The calculation of aircraft risk in the UK, prepared by AEA Technology for the Health 
and Safety Executive, J P Byrne, Contract Research Report 150/1997 (Byrne Report) 

The controversy caused by Shepway District Council’s unlawful decision on March 3rd 
2010 to grant permission for the airport’s development lead to a public inquiry which is 
currently underway. Four experts have prepared material for LAAG on the subject of 
nuclear safety - all demonstrating in varying ways that there are serious flaws with the 
methodology and the approach to assessing crash damage risk.  During the course of 



preparing evidence we benefited from two additional reports - also obtained pursuant to 
an FOI request (see below). These two reports specifically examined the application of 
the AEA technology methodology (Byrne) to the circumstances at Lydd. Both reports 
spelt out in great detail the shortfalls of the AEA Technology methodology when dealing 
with the type of non standard situations that apply at Lydd Airport. The reports also 
examined other models to complement or replace the standard methodology but these 
alternatives were also found to be unsatisfactory.  

(2) Lydd Airport Planning Application: Review of Dungeness B Aircraft Impact Hazard 
Analysis, ESRT/D0010905/001/Draft/18, ESR Technology, 18 July 2007 (the 2007 
report)  

(3) Dungeness Aircraft Crash Risk: Updated Review of Assessment, 
ESR/D0010910/001/Draft 1, ESR Technology, 23 Feb 2009 (the 2009 report).   

Background 

To put the analysis based on these reports into context it is important to understand the 
special circumstances at Lydd Airport. The airport has a single physical runway with the 
direction towards the town of Lydd called runway 21 and the direction towards the 
village of Greatstone called 03. The wind direction favours runway 21 for 70% of the 
time and runway 03 for 30% of the time. However, due to the scale of restricted 
airspace in the vicinity of the airport the modal split - the relative use of the two runway 
directions - does not reflect this 70/30 split. 

There are two military ranges in the vicinity of Lydd Airport, with the restricted airspace 
above them severely constraining its operations. Lydd Range (D044) is the closest 
range situated less than two miles from the threshold of runway 03 and has a height 
restriction of 4000ft. The military range is active for 300 days of the years and there is a 
good deal of uncertainty about timing of the “down days” which effectively deletes them. 
Since the range hours are from 830 - 2300 and Lydd Airport has agreed not to fly at 
night this means landings on runway 03 are essentially not possible other than for small 
aircraft which can conduct a circling approach to runway 03. This means between 95% 
(assumes 65 down days are fully available) to 100% of landings for group 1 and 2 
aircraft will take place on runway 21 including tail wind landings which will occur when 
the wind direction favours runway 03 and the Lydd Range is active. Note Group 1 and 2 
aircraft covers aircraft from Boeing 737 - 800/A320s to a SAAB 340 as defined by Lydd 
Airport. Note too, there is no Instrument Landing System on runway 03, although there 
is now an instrument approach due to the introduction of new RNAV flight procedures in 
2009.  The RNAV approach to runway 03 is 5 degrees offset from the centre line and 
can only be used when the range is not active.  

Hythe Range (D141) is located less than 6 miles from the runway 21 threshold and has 
a height restriction of 3200ft. In 2001 the height restriction was increased from 2000ft to 
3200ft which meant the airport was forced to introduce an Instrument Landing Systerm 
(ILS) (in 2006) which is 5 degree offset from the runway centre line. It also has a glide 
slope of 3.5 degrees, as opposed to the standard 3 degrees. In 2009 new RNAV flight 
procedures were introduced. The two procedures for runway 21 are 14 degrees offset 
from the centre line. The new RNAV approach procedures are billed by Lydd Airport as 



a back up for the ILS but will have greater use due to the track miles they save relative 
to using the ILS procedure.  

In addition, the 2000 height restriction above the Dungeness nuclear complex and the 
1.5/2nm restricted area around the complex mean that all aircraft over 5.7tonnes must 
turn right on departure from Runway 21 if the Lydd Range D044 is active. If it is not 
active they may climb straight-ahead and establish on track, subject to remaining clear 
of Dungeness power station by at least 1.5 nautical miles and/or 2000ft.  

Why the methodology is unreliable 

Model cannot account for curved/non-aligned flight paths 

The net result of having the restricted airspace in the vicinity of Lydd Airport is that 
effectively only one flight path at Lydd Airport (take offs on runway 03) is not 
constrained - the balance of the flight paths/procedures are circular (e.g. circling 
approach to runway 03) or offset ie not runway aligned (eg landings on runway 21 using 
either the ILS which is 5 degree offset or the RNAV approaches which are 14 degrees 
offset). Both the 2007 and 2009 ESR technology reports clearly state that AEA 
technology methodology described in the Byrne report above cannot account for 
curved/non aligned flight paths. Other models are examined to counter this shortfall but 
it is concluded that they are not sufficiently reliable.   

Model cannot account for landings on runway 21 

The AEA technology crash location model considers crashes beyond the landing 
threshold up to a limit of 3.275km - anything beyond this distance the risk is zero (see 
the 2007 Report page 26 bottom of the page).  Dungeness is 4.348km beyond the 
threshold and therefore the risk does not register.  This means the runway direction that 
will account for 95% -100% of air transport landings* of Group 1 and 2 aircraft at Lydd 
Airport will be excluded from the risk analysis - ie the types of aircraft that are predicted 
to operate post the extension of the runway. Although Group 2 aircraft can operate from 
the current runway their incidence is currently very low. Today 99% of the aircraft 
movements at Lydd Airport are classed as light aircraft (aviation definition) ie they weigh 
less than 5.7tonnes, compared to a fully loaded B737 which can weight 70 tonnes.  

By missing out all landing movements on runway 21, a number of scenarios that could 
lead to an aircraft pointing towards a nuclear power station are excluded. Since the 
approach flight paths are not aligned (5 degree offset in the case of the ILS and 
14 degrees in the case of the RNAV approach) this would bring an aircraft closer to the 
power station compared to an aligned approach should an accident occur.  In addition 
because there are tail wind approaches using non standard procedures the incidence of 
go-arounds will be higher than under more normal conditions. The 2007 ESR report 
acknowledges the increase in risk caused by go-arounds (page 27). The report 
attempts to qualitatively defend the notion that the additional risks are likely to be low 
before admitting that “it is difficult to develop defensible quantitative estimates”.  



Our aviation consultant (Spaven Consulting) outlined a possible scenario where a failed 
missed approach could lead to an aircraft pointing towards the power station in his 
evidence to the public inquiry (LAAG/10/A page 42). Combine the following with bird 
strike and an accident is possible.  

6.15  In the second scenario, an aircraft flying straight ahead on the ILS final 
approach track of 209° Magnetic, having suffered a failure that prevented it from 
turning right, would miss the power station by 1.6nm. This horizontal separation is 
likely to be regarded as acceptable. However the safety of that flight path depends 
on the emergency procedures for stopping firing on the Lydd Range working quickly 
enough. An airliner would take approximately a minute and a half to fly from the 
missed approach point to the boundary of the range danger area. If the Lydd air 
traffic controller was unable to get confirmation of a cessation of firing well inside that 
time, he might have no choice but to advise the crew of the aircraft to turn left to 
avoid the range, thereby directing them towards, or close to the power station. 

6.16 The circumstances in which the second scenario might occur have changed 
since 1988. Go-arounds from the ILS approach are now more likely because it is 
offset from the runway centreline by the maximum allowed 5°, as well as having the 
steepest allowable glide path. In addition to that, Lydd Airport has based its 
operational case on airliners using runway 21 for landing in tailwinds of up to 10 
knots – a much larger tailwind component than is accepted at other UK airports with 
preferential runway schemes. Putting those factors together – high ground speed 
due to a tailwind, a steeper than normal approach and the requirement for a turn to 
align with the runway at a late stage in the approach – makes it much more likely 
that the aircraft is not stabilised on the approach in time to make a safe landing, and 
the crew opt to go-around. 

6.18 Failures occurring at a late stage in the RNAV approach to runway 21 are also 
likely to have greater potential consequences for the risk of a crash on the power 
station than in the case of the ILS approach because, whereas the ILS approach is 
offset 5° from the runway centreline, the RNAV approaches to runway 21 are offset 
14° from the runway centreline. Thus aircraft flying this approach are pointed closer 
to the power stations. 

Background Risk 

We have also demonstrated that the model generates a systematic bias which serves to 
overstate the ratio of background to airfield crash risk (see Mrs Auty, LAAG/3/E).  

ESR Technology Report Conclusions  

Despite graphically illustrating the inadequacy of the AEA Technology crash risk 
methodology, ESR continues to maintain that the model captures the risk of Lydd 
Airport despite the various supporting models being unable to compensate for the base 
methodology’s shortfalls. The final recommendation for the approach to crash damage 
analysis in circumstances such as Lydd is a “sticking plaster” affair - the old AEA 
Technology model supported by qualitative judgements about risk “under” or “over” 
estimation and then applying some adjustments using other models despite their 



acknowledged limitations.  This is reprehensible, as is the list of prepared questions and 
answers at the back of the 2009 report designed to “deal” with stakeholders such as 
LAAG. The answers ignore the methodology’s shortfalls and continue to maintain that 
the modelling is robust. 

Against this background, I urge you to include aircraft crash damage risk in your report 
to the Secretary of State.   

LAAG was established to oppose the large scale development of Lydd Airport and has 
approximately 3000 members. As an organisation we are neutral on the issue of nuclear 
power but since the majority of local people support the nuclear power industry we are 
likely to have a high number of nuclear power supporters amongst our membership.  
The industry’s ability to hold on to this support both locally and nationally will depend on 
the credibility of its safety precautions.   

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Louise Barton 
Lydd Airport Action Group 

 

Nuclear evidence/ evidence relevant to the nuclear safety issue, produced for the 
current Lydd Airport public inquiry - References: APP/L2250/V/10/2131934 and 

APP/L2250/V/10/2131936 

 

LAAG/3/A -  Trudy Auty - Nuclear Safety Conflicts  
LAAG/3/B -  Trudy Auty - Appendices Nuclear Safety Conflicts 
LAAG/3/C -  Trudy Auty - Summary Proof  
LAAG/3/D -  Trudy Auty - Rebuttal of LAA/6/C - in relation to nuclear 
LAAG/3/E -  Supplementary Proof - Comment on ESR Reports 
LAAG/3/F -  Appendices LAAG/3/E  
LAAG/4/A   -  John Large - Nuclear Safety 
LAAG/4/B   -  John Large - Summary Proof - Nuclear Safety  
LAAG/4/C   -  John Large - Appendices - Nuclear Power 
LAAG/4/D   -  John Large - Additional Evidence 1- Nuclear Power (Aldermaston)-  

Demographic siting Assessments  

mailto:blmbarton@aol.com
http://www.lyddairportaction.co.uk/


LAAG/4/E    -  John Large - Summary Additional Evidence - (Aldermaston)- 
Demographic siting assessments  

LAAG/4/F    -  John Large - Appendices for LAAG/4/D  
LAAG/4/G   -  John Large - Additional Evidence 2 - NII FOI response - ESR Report with 

faint pages  
LAAG/4/H   -  John Large - Appendices Additional Evidence 2  
LAAG/4/I     -  John Large - Additional Evidence 2A - NII “fuller - all legible” ESR Report 

FOI response - to come 
LAAG/4/J -  Appendix - “Fuller” ESR report - to come 
LAAG/4/K -  John Large - Additional Evidence 1A - Demographic Siting Assessments 

Dungeness A & B  
LAAG/4/L -  Appendix to LAAG/4/K 
LAAG/5/A   -  David Pitfield - Airport Accident Prediction 
LAAG/5/B   -  David Pitfield - Summary Proof - Airport Accident Prediction 
LAAG/10/A -  Malcolm Spaven - Aviation Issues 
LAAG/10/B -  Malcolm Spaven - Summary Proof: Aviation Issues -Operational 
LAAG/10/C -  Malcolm Spaven - Summary Proof: Aviation Issues - Nuclear 
LAAG/10/D -  Malcolm Spaven - Appendices Aviation Issues 
LAAG/10/E -  Malcolm Spaven - Rebuttal  
LAAG/10/F -  Malcolm Spaven - Summary Rebuttal  
LAAG/10/G -  Malcolm Spaven - Erratum to proofs - LAAG/10/A & LAAG/10/E 
LAAG/10/H -  Malcolm Spaven - 2nd Supplementary proof of evidence 
LAAG/10/1 -  Malcolm Spaven - Appendices to 2nd set of Supplementary Proof of E.. 
LAAG/10/J -  Malcolm Spaven - Note in Response To Points Raised In Cross-

Examination On 11 March 2011 
LAAG/10/K -  Email from Defence Estates Clarifying the Opening Hours of The Lydd & 

Hythe Military Ranges and The Status of The Radar 

 

Note: these documents can be accessed via Shepway District Council’s website: 
http://www.shepway.gov.uk/content/view/201040/211/  

*Air Transport Landings (Movements) - are landings or take-offs of aircraft engaged on 
the transport of passengers, freight or mail on commercial terms.  
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